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Howdy you avid readers!
My, how time flies. We are in our 31st year of club operation and hopefully
getting our Z cars prepared for the 40th birthday of the Melbourne club in Mildura
at Easter 2014. Even though we should have booked our accommodation we still
have to fill out a registration form for catering.
It’s a bit of a shame that the Queensland club is celebrating their 40 th with a
convention at the same time resulting in most, if not all of our members attending
Mildura.
It’s been about 20 years since I’ve re-engineered and produced my yellow (in ya
face) MkIII Zodiac. While on the way to a meeting earlier this year I discovered a
nasty noise in the clutch which relegated the Zody to the shed until I could find
the time to investigate.
That time was put onto the calendar by a couple of my mates kids who in that 20
year period had surreptitiously filed away a plan to conscript the yellow Zodiac
into their wedding plans.
To get to that noise (which was a collapsed thrust bearing) I had to remove the V8
motor and transmission as one unit because that was how it was fitted. The car
has performed well over 20 years but it did suffer from overheating in traffic if I
wanted to use the a/c. As a temporary fix I fitted a switch to cut out the a/c
compressor but leave the inside unit running while we were at the lights. Then
switch it back on when we got back on the move.
The proper fix was to move the radiator further forward, chuck out the electric
fans, and fit a bigger clutch fan to properly do the job. To cut this story short I will
say that by moving one thing it produced a “domino” effect that involved me
altering nearly every other gizmo that was even remotely connected to the motor.

I made the comment that if I was doing this job for somebody else and only
charged $10 per hour, they would have died in a dark corner in the foetal
position!!
Of course even though it was only a $10 thrust bearing it was not only obvious to
me, but pointed out by “my mates”, that I should go completely through the
motor and gearbox, clutch, hydraulics, water pump, front timing cover, seals etc.
etc and do the job properly and don’t worry about the cost!!
I point out that I don’t charge for using my cars for weddings because I only do
them for my mates. Funny thing there is sometimes a carton on beer in the boot
when I get back home.
Thankfully – if it wasn’t for the wedding car request my pride and joy would still
be collecting dust at the back of my shed.
Dave Henley

Gordon Mcpherson assisting Dave Henley with engine removal

Nearly all cars ever made have
design flaws, some minor others major, but all can be improved to rectify most
issues…. Now before any of you “keep it 100 % original brigade “ pipe up…., I’m
not against Museum original part of history designs, they’re great to demonstrate
how the evolution of cars has gradually improved to the point where the average
person could control all the elements involved, combining skills that are needed
to safely get from one destination to another reliably…
Peak of efficiency came in the mass produced era of the 1970’s. Manufacturers
couldn’t build enough cars to keep up with demand!! Most companies’ models
had cheap (some nasty) 4 cylinder cars right up to exotic super luxurious V.8’s
with prices to match, and options of 6 cylinder or suspension and brake packages.
The list was near endless with dealer options to keep every buyer happy!!
Now days the options list consists of heaps of different manufacturers all after
your money…. But, buyers beware, the problems of early cars that seemed hard,
could be easily diagnosed, rectified or replaced and have turned into vehicles with
inbuilt technology far beyond what initially was needed. Giving you “power”
from tiny engines , safety from airbags and traction control, auto transmissions
with electronic 6,7,8 speeds, Yeah—all great you think?? Until the km’s get to
service interval no.3 or whichever one dictates that unless correct procedure is
followed, (read big dollars spent) your flash ride will soon be relegated to the
“recycling” yard….
There is a lot of talented people and diagnostic equipment out there ready to
help, but none of it comes cheap. Scanners to read computer codes cost from a
few hundred dollars up to tens of thousands for the better brands that can tell
trans problems, airbag issues, antilock brakes that do, recoding of security keys,
engine tune, cam timing sensors , audio or body control problems…. Etc. Etc.
Etc…….Phew… nothing to worry about here??!! So get someone to check with
workshop technicians (mechanics) that have experience in these vehicles to get
the inside information from the people with hands on these cars and any issues
they may have BEFORE you sign up or part with your $$$$. Don’t just take a
salesman’s word for it being a “great” car, keep in mind that a cheap car may cost

heaps every other service to maintain, therefore not a good choice overall.
Always get new or near new cars serviced by the glove box record books, if more
than one or two have been missed, critical replacement of components missed
could just be a time bomb ready to cost you heaps of $$$$....So, catch up, keep up
or your stuffed up!! The moral to this story is basically transport is a necessity in
modern life, why make it hard for yourself?? “The simple things in life are always
the best…” (remember that pearl of wisdom) … So my simple (but improved)
Zephyr transport will serve me faithfully for life without any unknown “major” $$
spent in comparison to the throw away mentality of new designs….
P.S. sorry to offend anyone?? With my one sided, biased opinion….(my views my
life)
Sincerely Steve Dawson
F.S.M.
(got a view point/story to tell??)
Contact editor Kerry Dillon …………
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Chasing an old Flame
Nearly 20 years ago I managed to acquire a Zephyr Mark 1 convertible as a painted (Bright
Red = Flame!!) rolling chassis with most of the bits to put it all back together again. The
restoration process took around three and a half years after which the car was used on a
regular basis as a ‘club car’ with the occasional trip to work on a fine warm day with the
top down.
The Mark 1 shared the garage with a highline Mark 2 Zodiac that was sold to another ZZ
club member when we decided to cross the ‘ditch’ to Adelaide. The Mark 1 followed eight
months later sharing the container with our furniture. The convertible was great to use in
Adelaide except on very hot days when it was just too hot to go anywhere with the top
down.
One day in 2003 I decided to sell the convertible so advertised it and sold it to a man who
came over from Perth to look at it. Some 2 years ago after our son moved to Perth he sent
me a couple of photos of the car at a show still looking as it did when I sold it. Then about
4 months ago our son phoned and asked me if I had sold the car to a private museum as he
had seen it on TV in the museum? No! The guy I sold it to had apparently sold it to
someone else who then sold it to the museum.
The Bailup Ford Farm is a private museum with around 100 Fords from 1908 – 1998, and
memorabilia which is only open by appointment. It boasts the largest collection of GT
Falcons anywhere and, having seen the exhibition, I certainly believe him. Exhibits include
Mustangs, an Italian sports sedan with a Ford V8 engine capable of 280kph, a lone Cortina
GT, a Ford hot rod the one millionth Falcons. I phoned Tony when we were in Perth last
month and explained to him that I had restored the Mark 1 Zephyr convertible he had on
display. We made an appointment and arrived at the two large display buildings at 9.00am
for a personal guided tour of the beautifully presented and maintained exhibits.
At the front door was a mid 70’s Fairlane with a Ford factory fitted ‘Cobra’ motor that was
so ‘tight that the exhaust pipes went under the front suspension. Right beside that was the
Zephyr convertible, the only Zephyr there but a Mark 2 Zodiac was parked right behind it.
The Zephyr looked exactly as it was when I sold it 10 years ago so had been well looked
after. This building also contained a very original 1962 Falcon, several Mustangs and a few
Model T’s and A’s. There were several Fairlanes, a Thunderbird and other ‘parts’
including a Raymond Mayes head and a Zephyr triple carb set up, all in excellent condition.
Tony showed us a colour print about 1500 x 600mm he had made of a photograph of the
front of the convertible. I presented him with copies of some photos I had taken during the
Zephyr’s restoration and also one of the Zephyr with a Mark 2 Zodiac I also owned at the
time. He told me that he would get that photo enlarged and displayed in the new display
building he was soon to build do that he could display the other vehicles he had in the
collection that were housed elsewhere.
It was a fascinating visit to a very well presented collection, well worth the time if you are
ever in Perth.
Barry Goddard

The Red Flame at the Bailup Ford Farm.
Photos courtesy of John Hartley, from Charger Club of WA

Upcoming Events
CLUB MEETING VENUE AND DAY
Shannons’ HQ corner Neville Ave and Main South Road,
Clarence Gardens

2ND TUESDAY OF EACH MONTH
7.30pm
20th October
th

10 November

Strathalbyn Swap Meet (see flyer )
Lunch at Langhorne Creek Hotel
Lenswood Picnic Day
Club Event at Lenswood Oval

10th November

2nd Annual Gumeracha Show & Shine
Gumeracha Sporting Oval 9am – 3pm
Open to all makes and models
Contact: Ray Johnson 0413 277 191

15th December

The Annual Xmas Luncheon, 12 noon
Aldgate Pump Hotel
1 Strathalbyn Road, Aldgate

These items are listed in the Zephyr Zodiac Club of WA Newsletter
A large quantity of Mk2 parts for sale. Too numerous to list.
Contact: Bob Wallace on 0405158205.
Borg Warner 35 auto to suit Mk3. Best offer.
Contact: Bob on 0429202068
Mk2 Ute Factory black ( unusual ) 1958 Hiline, 63,000 showing on clock ?
14” Falcon type wheels, Zodiac headers, red/white interior ( re-trimmed ).
Concessional licence still current. Good photo reference available (speak
to Colin H or Robert Fulton ) Location ALBANY $15,000
Contact: Linda Noble 040 204 5696 or 9841 1582
Mk2 Good rolling shell. Be very quick for this one. $1000 Bargain !
Contact: Graeme 041 891 6680
Mk3 Discs and callipers ( only ) rebuilt with new pads $300
Contact: Trevor Pickett Via Paul Ward
Mk3 doors
Contact: Rod Weekes 041 568 2786
Mk3 sedan on Gumtree – ‘ave a butcher’s
Mk2 Consul wagon parts. Dry stored for yonks. Behind Mettam’s Mufflers
In Gillam Dve Kelmscott.
Contact: Speak to Deano 046 611 3197

Weber 2 barrel manifold to Zephyr engine Contact: Bob Fulton 042 920 2068 WA
‘Zodiac’ Boot badge to suit Mk2 Contact: Bob Stout 9459 1393 WA

Reminder:

Easter 2014 send entry forms to:
The Zephyr & Zodiac Owners Club of Melbourne Inc,
PO Box 292, Epping, Victoria 3076
(See March 2013 Westwind for entry form)
or contact the Editor for a copy

2 X Early type metal buckle type lap seat belts (webbing irrelevant).
Pair MK3 Zodiac exhaust headers.
1 X MK3 wiper switch.
MK2 bonnet lacing metal clips.
2 X MK2 door lock knobs (long grey type)
Contact:: Ian Carey (03) 5792 3656 Mob 0418 333 931 South Australia

SPANNERS TECH TIPS.
Coolant, NEW information you should be aware of.
Evans Coolants.
A waterless engine coolant specially formulated for classic vehicles. Evans High
Performance Coolant protects engine cooling systems from -40ºC to 190ºC. The
unique properties prevent many of the problems associated with water based
coolants such as Corrosion and Overheating.
No Water - No Overheating
Evans High Performance Coolant has a boiling point of 190°C and will not boilover.
No Water - No Corrosion
Water contains oxygen, oxygen allows corrosion. Evans High Performance
Coolant eliminates corrosion.
No Water - No Pressure
Evans High Performance Coolant allows your cooling system to run at a lower pressure,
reducing the strain on engine components.
No Water - No Liner Pitting
Evans High Performance Coolant generates significantly less pitting when compared with
all water based coolants.
No Water - More BHP
Evans High Performance Coolant eliminates premature detonation associated with
overheating.

Anti-Freeze
Evans Waterless Coolants will not freeze even at temperatures as low as -40°C. Additional
anti-freeze is not necessary.
Non-Toxic
Evans Waterless Coolants contain our patented DeTox™ formulation and has been
classified as Non-Toxic by an EPA certified laboratory. However as with all chemicals, do
not consume. Keep away from children. Avoid contact with eyes and skin. Rinse hands and
eyes with water after incidental contact.
Ashley Hobson.
CLASSIC PERFORMANCE DYNO CENTRE
* PLEASE NOTE THAT INFORMATION &
33 Chapman Road
SUGGESIONS CONTAINED IN THESE ARTICLES
Hackham SA 5163
ARE THE OPINIONS & SUGGESTIONS OF THE
08 8384 2899 or classicperform@aapt.net.au AUTHOR ONLY.

The Science
Traditional water based coolants regularly cross the thermal boundary that separates
efficient Nucleate Boiling (A) from inefficient Critical Heat Flux (CHF). Critical Heat Flux
(CHF) is synonymous with the condition ‘Departure from Nucleate Boiling’ (DNB). When
DNB occurs a layer of steam bubbles form adjacent to the engine hot-spots (B). Steam
dissipates less than 1/30th of the heat that water does, rapidly over-heating local metal,
causing premature detonation.
4 Life
Evans Waterless Coolants never need changing. Once in the cooling system Evans will
protect for the life of the engine.

Photo of MkI & Mk2 Zephyrs courtesy of Benjamin White

Thanks to Jerome van der Linden

this web link details Ford manufacturing plants around the world: both
past and present, and shows what they built:
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/List_of_Ford_factories
Ford Zephyr Zodiac Fan page Australia on Facebook:
https://www.facebook.com/groups/367976199894799/
The Zephyr Zodiac Group of WA:
https://www.facebook.com/groups/299085970195426/
(our own Tony McHugh is listed as a member)

Another great photo from Benjamin White

Shannons support our Club by providing their premises
free of charge for us to use for our monthly Club
meetings.
A large majority of our Club members already have
policies with Shannons but if you do not please support
them by asking for a quotation.
Phone: 13 46 46

